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The Neon Rain

2010-07-13

from new york times bestselling author james lee burke comes his definitive must read first title in his
famous dectective david robicheaux series new orleans detective dave robicheaux has fought too many
battles in vietnam with police brass with killers and hustlers and the bottle lost without his wife s
love robicheaux haunts the intense and heady french quarter the place he calls home and the place that
nearly destroys him when he beomes involved in the case of a young prostitute whose body is found in a
bayou thrust into the seedy world of drug lords and arms smugglers robicheaux must face down the
criminal underworld and come to terms with his own bruised heart and demons to survive

The Neon Rain

1991

dave robicheaux a new orleans detective discovers that someone wants him dead and becomes involved
with drug dealers mafia chieftains an ex general with shady dealings in central america and a beautiful
woman

A Dave Robicheaux Ebook Boxed Set

2011-04-05

meet dave robicheaux again for the first time this boxed set includes the first two novels featuring fan
favorite detective dave robicheaux the neon rain and heaven s prisoners plus an excerpt from the most
recent robicheaux novel the glass rainbow robicheaux s creator new york times bestselling author james
lee burke is a rare winner of two edgar awards and in 2009 was named a grand master by the mystery
writers of america the neon rain detective dave robicheaux has fought too many battles in vietnam with
killers and hustlers with police brass and with the bottle robicheaux s haunted soul mirrors the
intensity and dusky mystery of new orleans french quarter the place he calls home and the place that
nearly destroys him when he becomes involved in the case of a young prostitute whose body is found in a
bayou in order to survive robicheaux must face down a subterranean criminal world of drug lords and
arms smugglers and come to terms with his own bruised heart heaven s prisoners vietnam vet dave
robicheaux has turned in his detective s badge is winning his battle against booze and has left new orleans
with his new wife annie for the tranquil beauty of louisiana s bayous but a plane crash on the gulf brings
a young girl into his life and with her comes a netherworld of murder deception and homegrown crime
suddenly robicheaux is confronting bubba rocque a brutal thug he s known since childhood rocque s
hungry cajun wife and a federal agent with more guts than sense in a backwater world where a swagger
and a gun go further than the law robicheaux and those he loves are caught on a tide of violence far
bigger than them all the glass rainbow excerpt detective dave robicheaux and his partner clete purcel are
on the trail of a killer responsible for the deaths of seven young women a trail that always seems to
lead back to the notorious pimp herman stanga whom they both despise but the case takes a nasty turn
when stanga turns up dead after a fierce beating by purcel in front of numerous witnesses adding to
robicheaux s troubles is his daughter alafair s romantic involvement with the scion of a once prominent
louisiana family whom robicheaux suspects is involved in some very shady business to protect his
daughter and clear his best friend s name robicheaux will need every ounce of guts wit and investigative
chops he can muster
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The Neon Rain

1989

introducing the new orleans detective dave robicheaux this novel begins with the murder of a prostitute
which no one wants him to investigate persistence results in his involvement with a drug dealing mafia and
he uncovers a web of corruption that some would kill to protect

Rain Gods

2021-07-13

from the winner of two edgar awards comes another gritty thrilling mystery with a brand new character
texas sheriff hackberry holland cousin of beloved character billy bob holland available in a tall premium
edition
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Neon Rain

2005

kriminalroman under efterforskningen af mordet p� en sort pige kommer kriminalkommiss�r dave robicheaux
t�t p� b�de v�bensmuglere og narkoimport�rer med kontakter til cia og snart er han omgivet af fjender p�
alle sider

Three Great Novels

2004

the neon rain when johnny massina a convicted murderer bound for the electric chair warns dave
robicheaux he s on somebody s hit list the cajun detective is rocketed into a situation with chilling
consequences the neon rain is the first highly acclaimed novel in the dave robicheaux series heaven s
prisoners dave robicheaux is trying to put a life of violence and crime behind him leaving homicide to run a
boat rental business in louisiana s bayou country but one day a small two engine plane suddenly crashes
into the sea and robicheaux dives down to the wreckage to find four bodies and one survivor a little girl
miraculously trapped in a pocket of air when the authorities insist only three bodies were recovered from
the plane robicheaux decides to investigate the mystery of the missing man black cherry blues personal
tragedy has left dave robicheaux close to the edge battling against his old addiction to alcohol dave
finds his only tranquillity at home with his young ward alafair but even this fragile peace is shattered
by the arrival of dixie lee pugh who brings with him a brutal trail of murder and violence
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Robicheaux

2018-01-02

james lee burke s most beloved character dave robicheaux returns in this new york times bestselling
mystery set in the towns and backwoods of louisiana an enthralling yet grim novel that will captivate
start to finish publishers weekly dave robicheaux is a haunted man from the acts he committed in vietnam
to his battles with alcoholism to the sudden loss of his beloved wife molly his thoughts drift from one
irreconcilable memory to the next images of ghosts pepper his reality robicheaux s only beacon remains
serving as a detective in new iberia louisiana it s in that capacity that robicheaux crosses paths with
powerful mob boss tony nemo tony has a civil war sword he d like to give to levon broussard a popular
local author whose books have been adapted into major hollywood films then there s jimmy nightengale
the young poster boy of new orleans wealth and glamour jimmy s fond of levon s work and even fonder of
his beautiful enigmatic wife rowena tony thinks jimmy can be a us senator someday and has the resources
and clout to make it happen there s something off about the relationship among these three men and after
a vicious assault it s up to robicheaux to uncover the truth in the barn burner of a climax booklist
starred review complicating matters is the sudden death of the new iberian local responsible for molly s
death namely that robicheaux s colleague thinks robicheaux had something to do with it as robicheaux
works to clear his name and make sense of the murder a harrowing study of america emerges this nation s
abiding conflict between a sense of past grandeur and a legacy of shame its easy seduction by demagogues
and wealth and its predilection for violence and revenge it has been almost five years since james lee burke
s last dave robicheaux novel and it was absolutely worth the wait associated press

Robicheaux

2018-01-02

james lee burke is the heavyweight champ a great american novelist whose work taken individually or as a
whole is unsurpassed michael connelly robicheaux is a haunted man detective dave robicheaux s beloved
wife molly was cruelly taken from him her killing left him nothing but heartbreak and unanswered
questions now in the heat of the louisiana bayou he drinks to forget robicheaux is a wanted man after a
heavy night he wakes to find his hands cut and bruised he has no idea where he s been or what he s done
when another cop tells him that the man who killed molly has been found murdered robicheaux knows if he
can t prove his whereabouts he will be the prime suspect but is robicheaux an innocent man he never claimed
he was a saint he doesn t even know if he did it and to clear his name robicheaux will have to go to hell
and back praise for one of the great american crime writers james lee burke james lee burke is the
heavyweight champ a great american novelist whose work taken individually or as a whole is
unsurpassed michael connelly a gorgeous prose stylist stephen king richly deserves to be described now as
one of the finest crime writers america has ever produced daily mail fans of dennis lehane michael connelly
and don winslow will love james lee burke dave robicheaux series 1 the neon rain 2 heaven s prisoners 3
black cherry blues 4 a morning for flamingos 5 a stained white radiance 6 in the electric mist with
confederate dead 7 dixie city jam 8 burning angel 9 cadillac jukebox 10 sunset limited 11 purple cane road
12 jolie blon s bounce 13 last car to elysian fields 14 crusader s cross 15 pegasus descending 16 the
tin roof blowdown 17 swan peak 18 the glass rainbow 19 creole belle 20 light of the world 21
robicheaux hackberry holland series 1 lay down my sword and shield 2 rain gods 3 feast day of fools 4
house of the rising sun billy bob holland series 1 cimarron rose 2 heartwood 3 bitterroot 4 in the moon
of red ponies each james lee burke novel can be read as a standalone or in series order
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Black Cherry Blues

2010-06-10

the third highly acclaimed novel in the dave robicheaux series and winner of the edgar award personal
tragedy has left dave robicheaux close to the edge battling against his old addiction to alcohol and
haunted nightly by vivid dreams and visitations dave finds his only tranquillity at home with his young
ward alafair but even this fragile peace is shattered by the arrival of dixie lee pugh who brings with him a
brutal trail of murder and violence robicheaux reluctantly agrees to help out his old friend but becomes
more involved than he bargained for when he finds himself suspect number one in the series of bloody killings
forced to leave his home robicheaux s precarious existence reaches breaking point when alafair s life is
threatened praise for one of the great american crime writers james lee burke james lee burke is the
heavyweight champ a great american novelist whose work taken individually or as a whole is
unsurpassed michael connelly a gorgeous prose stylist stephen king richly deserves to be described now as
one of the finest crime writers america has ever produced daily mail fans of dennis lehane michael connelly
and don winslow will love james lee burke dave robicheaux series 1 the neon rain 2 heaven s prisoners 3
black cherry blues 4 a morning for flamingos 5 a stained white radiance 6 in the electric mist with
confederate dead 7 dixie city jam 8 burning angel 9 cadillac jukebox 10 sunset limited 11 purple cane road
12 jolie blon s bounce 13 last car to elysian fields 14 crusader s cross 15 pegasus descending 16 the
tin roof blowdown 17 swan peak 18 the glass rainbow 19 creole belle 20 light of the world 21
robicheaux hackberry holland series 1 lay down my sword and shield 2 rain gods 3 feast day of fools 4
house of the rising sun billy bob holland series 1 cimarron rose 2 heartwood 3 bitterroot 4 in the moon
of red ponies each james lee burke novel can be read as a standalone or in series order

The Glass Rainbow

2010

returning to his louisiana hometown to investigate a murder detective dave robicheaux finds his skills
pushed to their limits when his best friend is accused and his daughter becomes involved in shady business
dealings

In the Electric Mist With Confederate Dead

2010-06-10

the sixth dave robicheaux novel from sunday times bestselling author james lee burke hunting a sadistic
killer who targets young prostitutes detective dave robicheaux has no mind to be sidetracked into
persuading ex schoolmate mobster julie baby feet balboni to leave town and it turns out that balboni is
the money behind a civil war movie that s bringing in good business but then the film crew stumble on a
skeleton out in the bayou and the links between a thirty year old lynching a civil war general balboni and
the serial killer lead dave into treacherous waters with only a handful of unexpected allies to help him
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protect his own praise for one of the great american crime writers james lee burke james lee burke is the
heavyweight champ a great american novelist whose work taken individually or as a whole is
unsurpassed michael connelly a gorgeous prose stylist stephen king richly deserves to be described now as
one of the finest crime writers america has ever produced daily mail fans of dennis lehane michael connelly
and don winslow will love james lee burke dave robicheaux series 1 the neon rain 2 heaven s prisoners 3
black cherry blues 4 a morning for flamingos 5 a stained white radiance 6 in the electric mist with
confederate dead 7 dixie city jam 8 burning angel 9 cadillac jukebox 10 sunset limited 11 purple cane road
12 jolie blon s bounce 13 last car to elysian fields 14 crusader s cross 15 pegasus descending 16 the
tin roof blowdown 17 swan peak 18 the glass rainbow 19 creole belle 20 light of the world 21
robicheaux hackberry holland series 1 lay down my sword and shield 2 rain gods 3 feast day of fools 4
house of the rising sun billy bob holland series 1 cimarron rose 2 heartwood 3 bitterroot 4 in the moon
of red ponies each james lee burke novel can be read as a standalone or in series order

A Stained White Radiance

2014-01-27

detective dave robicheaux travels to the mountains of montana to help his best friend and unearths a
larger plot that threatens them both oil speculator weldon sonnier is the patriarch of a troubled family
intimately bound to the cia the mob and the klan now the murder of a cop and a bizarre assassination
attempt pull detective dave robicheaux into the sonniers hellish world of madness murder and incest but
robicheaux has devils of his own and they may just destroy the tormented investigator and the two
people he holds most dear

The Tin Roof Blowdown

2007-07-17

sample text

Dixie City Jam

2010-06-10

the 7th dave robicheaux novel from sunday times bestselling author james lee burke when a nazi submarine
is discovered lying in sixty feet of water off the louisiana coast some troubled ghosts are ready to be
released a local businessman is offering detective dave robicheaux big money to bring the wreck to the
surface but he is not the only one after the submarine and its mysterious cargo neo nazis are on the march
in new orleans a new spirit of hatred is abroad and its terrifying embodiment an icy psychopath called will
buchalter is stalking robicheaux s wife robicheaux is about to find out how deep the new current of evil
runs and just how far the crazed buchalter will go to get his hands on the nazis legacy praise for one of
the great american crime writers james lee burke james lee burke is the heavyweight champ a great american
novelist whose work taken individually or as a whole is unsurpassed michael connelly a gorgeous prose
stylist stephen king richly deserves to be described now as one of the finest crime writers america has ever
produced daily mail fans of dennis lehane michael connelly and don winslow will love james lee burke dave
robicheaux series 1 the neon rain 2 heaven s prisoners 3 black cherry blues 4 a morning for flamingos 5 a
stained white radiance 6 in the electric mist with confederate dead 7 dixie city jam 8 burning angel 9
cadillac jukebox 10 sunset limited 11 purple cane road 12 jolie blon s bounce 13 last car to elysian
fields 14 crusader s cross 15 pegasus descending 16 the tin roof blowdown 17 swan peak 18 the glass
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rainbow 19 creole belle 20 light of the world 21 robicheaux hackberry holland series 1 lay down my
sword and shield 2 rain gods 3 feast day of fools 4 house of the rising sun billy bob holland series 1
cimarron rose 2 heartwood 3 bitterroot 4 in the moon of red ponies each james lee burke novel can be read
as a standalone or in series order

Burning Angel

2010-06-10

the 8th dave robicheaux novel from sunday times bestselling and award winning author james lee burke
sonny boy marsallas a new orleans street hustler entrusts detective dave robicheaux with a mysterious
notebook kicking off a series of violent incidents and raising questions that need answers and fast what
did sonny s girlfriend know that got her murdered why is sonny known as red angel by central american
guerrillas and what do the mafia want with a desolate stretch of new iberia this time sonny boy may
have pushed his luck with the giacano family one deal too far a rich sardonic and terrifying portrayal of
contemporary america with a setting which is as charged as an electric storm praise for one of the great
american crime writers james lee burke james lee burke is the heavyweight champ a great american novelist
whose work taken individually or as a whole is unsurpassed michael connelly a gorgeous prose stylist
stephen king richly deserves to be described now as one of the finest crime writers america has ever
produced daily mail fans of dennis lehane michael connelly and don winslow will love james lee burke dave
robicheaux series 1 the neon rain 2 heaven s prisoners 3 black cherry blues 4 a morning for flamingos 5 a
stained white radiance 6 in the electric mist with confederate dead 7 dixie city jam 8 burning angel 9
cadillac jukebox 10 sunset limited 11 purple cane road 12 jolie blon s bounce 13 last car to elysian
fields 14 crusader s cross 15 pegasus descending 16 the tin roof blowdown 17 swan peak 18 the glass
rainbow 19 creole belle 20 light of the world 21 robicheaux hackberry holland series 1 lay down my
sword and shield 2 rain gods 3 feast day of fools 4 house of the rising sun billy bob holland series 1
cimarron rose 2 heartwood 3 bitterroot 4 in the moon of red ponies each james lee burke novel can be read
as a standalone or in series order

James Lee Burke and the Soul of Dave Robicheaux

2015-01-27

when he created the character dave robicheaux author james lee burke lent the new orleans homicide
detective a few of his own characteristics a daughter named alafair a lifetime struggle with alcohol his
roman catholic faith and his love for fishing and the outdoors on the other hand robicheaux is portrayed
as a veteran of the vietnam war something burke never experienced firsthand yet the demons burke has
known allow him to write convincingly about demons he never knew thus burke has created a realistic
complex and compelling protagonist for his crime fiction series that depth is one element that elevates
burke s writing above the status of genre fiction this book explores how james lee burke through the first
person narrative of detective dave robicheaux probes the world of law and order crime and disorder and
one man s internal conflicts with modern moral issues the first chapter reveals the similarities and
differences between real life creator and fictional protagonist next chapters arranged by theme explore
the roles of women robicheaux s paternal side as revealed through his adopted daughter the paternal
influences in the detective s own life and the contrasting personality of his half brother jimmie the next
chapters probe the roots of the detective s moral dilemmas his battle with alcohol the vietnam war s
lingering trauma and religion next the author explores burke s use of the supernatural sense of place and
music to deepen his stories final chapters delve into robicheaux s moral quandaries as a law enforcement
officer the character s contrast to his reckless and funny partner clete and how burke reveals truths
about life through robicheaux an interview with burke is included
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The Tin Roof Blowdown

2008-09-18

his most gripping thriller to date mirror hurricane katrina has transformed new orleans into a violent
wasteland criminals capitalise on the devastation as survivors wait for help that never comes david
robicheaux his city in ruins is tasked with investigating the murder of a pair of looters is it a simple case
of stand your ground or something altogether darker the dead men s accomplice holds the key but he has
disappeared to escape the people hunting him as robicheaux uncovers a brutal catalogue of greed torture
and murder his own family is threatened and the ravaged city provides the perfect stage for a final
confrontation between good and evil a beautifully written howl of rage time out fans of dennis lehane
michael connelly and don winslow will love james lee burke dave robicheaux series 1 the neon rain 2
heaven s prisoners 3 black cherry blues 4 a morning for flamingos 5 a stained white radiance 6 in the
electric mist with confederate dead 7 dixie city jam 8 burning angel 9 cadillac jukebox 10 sunset limited
11 purple cane road 12 jolie blon s bounce 13 last car to elysian fields 14 crusader s cross 15 pegasus
descending 16 the tin roof blowdown 17 swan peak 18 the glass rainbow 19 creole belle 20 light of the
world 21 robicheaux hackberry holland series 1 lay down my sword and shield 2 rain gods 3 feast day
of fools 4 house of the rising sun billy bob holland series 1 cimarron rose 2 heartwood 3 bitterroot 4 in
the moon of red ponies each james lee burke novel can be read as a standalone or in series order

Heaven's Prisoners

2010-06-10

the second dave robicheaux novel from the award winning crime writer dave robicheaux is trying to put a
life of violence and crime behind him leaving homicide to run a boat rental business in louisiana s bayou
country but one day while fishing in the gulf with his wife annie he witnesses an event that will change his
life forever a small two engine plane suddenly crashes into the sea and robicheaux dives down to the
wreckage to find four bodies and one survivor a little girl miraculously trapped in a pocket of air when
the authorities insist only three bodies were recovered from the plane robicheaux decides to investigate
the mystery of the missing man praise for one of the great american crime writers james lee burke james lee
burke is the heavyweight champ a great american novelist whose work taken individually or as a whole is
unsurpassed michael connelly a gorgeous prose stylist stephen king richly deserves to be described now as
one of the finest crime writers america has ever produced daily mail fans of dennis lehane michael connelly
and don winslow will love james lee burke dave robicheaux series 1 the neon rain 2 heaven s prisoners 3
black cherry blues 4 a morning for flamingos 5 a stained white radiance 6 in the electric mist with
confederate dead 7 dixie city jam 8 burning angel 9 cadillac jukebox 10 sunset limited 11 purple cane road
12 jolie blon s bounce 13 last car to elysian fields 14 crusader s cross 15 pegasus descending 16 the
tin roof blowdown 17 swan peak 18 the glass rainbow 19 creole belle 20 light of the world 21
robicheaux hackberry holland series 1 lay down my sword and shield 2 rain gods 3 feast day of fools 4
house of the rising sun billy bob holland series 1 cimarron rose 2 heartwood 3 bitterroot 4 in the moon
of red ponies each james lee burke novel can be read as a standalone or in series order

Sunset Limited

2010-11-25

the tenth robicheaux mystery winner of the cwa gold dagger award megan and cisco flynn are back in
town nobody had ever been caught for the klan murder of their father jack and detective dave robicheaux
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knows that trouble cannot be far behind particularly when the flynns get mixed up with the case of a
small time hustler named cool breeze broussard as the flynns find themselves deeper and deeper in trouble
robicheaux is trying to keep cool breeze alive something ties breeze to the flynns and all three of them to
local plantation magnate archer terrebonne something long past is poisoning all their lives bringing death
in its wake praise for one of the great american crime writers james lee burke james lee burke is the
heavyweight champ a great american novelist whose work taken individually or as a whole is
unsurpassed michael connelly a gorgeous prose stylist stephen king richly deserves to be described now as
one of the finest crime writers america has ever produced daily mail fans of dennis lehane michael connelly
and don winslow will love james lee burke dave robicheaux series 1 the neon rain 2 heaven s prisoners 3
black cherry blues 4 a morning for flamingos 5 a stained white radiance 6 in the electric mist with
confederate dead 7 dixie city jam 8 burning angel 9 cadillac jukebox 10 sunset limited 11 purple cane road
12 jolie blon s bounce 13 last car to elysian fields 14 crusader s cross 15 pegasus descending 16 the
tin roof blowdown 17 swan peak 18 the glass rainbow 19 creole belle 20 light of the world 21
robicheaux hackberry holland series 1 lay down my sword and shield 2 rain gods 3 feast day of fools 4
house of the rising sun billy bob holland series 1 cimarron rose 2 heartwood 3 bitterroot 4 in the moon
of red ponies each james lee burke novel can be read as a standalone or in series order

Last Car To Elysian Fields

2010-11-25

a lyrical and lovely novel that takes burke back to the top of the crimewriting tree where he richly
belongs independent on sunday it is a rainy late summer s night in new orleans detective dave robicheaux is
about to confront the man who may have savagely assaulted his friend father jimmie dolan a catholic
priest who s always at the centre of controversy but things are never as they seem and soon robicheaux
is back in new iberia probing a car crash that killed three teenage girls a grief crazed father and a maniacal
complex assassin are just a few of the characters robicheaux meets as he is drawn deeper into a web of
sordid secrets and escalating violence a masterful exploration of the troubled side of human nature and
the dark corners of the heart peopled by familiar characters such as p i clete purcel and robicheaux s old
flame theodosia lejeune last car to elysian fields is vintage burke moody hard hitting with his trademark
blend of human drama and relentless noir suspense praise for one of the great american crime writers james
lee burke james lee burke is the heavyweight champ a great american novelist whose work taken
individually or as a whole is unsurpassed michael connelly a gorgeous prose stylist stephen king richly
deserves to be described now as one of the finest crime writers america has ever produced daily mail fans
of dennis lehane michael connelly and don winslow will love james lee burke dave robicheaux series 1 the
neon rain 2 heaven s prisoners 3 black cherry blues 4 a morning for flamingos 5 a stained white radiance 6
in the electric mist with confederate dead 7 dixie city jam 8 burning angel 9 cadillac jukebox 10 sunset
limited 11 purple cane road 12 jolie blon s bounce 13 last car to elysian fields 14 crusader s cross 15
pegasus descending 16 the tin roof blowdown 17 swan peak 18 the glass rainbow 19 creole belle 20
light of the world 21 robicheaux hackberry holland series 1 lay down my sword and shield 2 rain gods 3
feast day of fools 4 house of the rising sun billy bob holland series 1 cimarron rose 2 heartwood 3
bitterroot 4 in the moon of red ponies each james lee burke novel can be read as a standalone or in series
order

Creole Belle

2012-11-22

a novel in the dave robicheaux series acclaimed as one of the wonders of american crime fiction mail on
sunday dave is in a recovery unit in new orleans where a creole girl named tee jolie melton visits him and
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leaves him an ipod with the country blues song creole belle on it then she disappears dave becomes
obsessed with the song and the memory of tee jolie and goes in search of her sister who later turns up
inside a block of ice floating in the gulf meanwhile there has been an oil well blowout on the gulf
threatening the cherished environs of the bayous creole belle is james lee burke at his very best with
beloved series hero dave robicheaux leading the charge against the destruction of both the land and the
people he has sworn to protect praise for one of the great american crime writers james lee burke james lee
burke is the heavyweight champ a great american novelist whose work taken individually or as a whole is
unsurpassed michael connelly a gorgeous prose stylist stephen king richly deserves to be described now as
one of the finest crime writers america has ever produced daily mail fans of dennis lehane michael connelly
and don winslow will love james lee burke dave robicheaux series 1 the neon rain 2 heaven s prisoners 3
black cherry blues 4 a morning for flamingos 5 a stained white radiance 6 in the electric mist with
confederate dead 7 dixie city jam 8 burning angel 9 cadillac jukebox 10 sunset limited 11 purple cane road
12 jolie blon s bounce 13 last car to elysian fields 14 crusader s cross 15 pegasus descending 16 the
tin roof blowdown 17 swan peak 18 the glass rainbow 19 creole belle 20 light of the world 21
robicheaux hackberry holland series 1 lay down my sword and shield 2 rain gods 3 feast day of fools 4
house of the rising sun billy bob holland series 1 cimarron rose 2 heartwood 3 bitterroot 4 in the moon
of red ponies each james lee burke novel can be read as a standalone or in series order

A Morning For Flamingos

2010-06-10

no argument james lee burke is among the finest of all contemporary american novelists daily mail a
routine assignment transporting two death row prisoners to their executions goes fatally wrong
leaving dave robicheaux brutally wounded and his partner dead obsessed with revenge dave is persuaded
by the dea to go undercover into the torrid sleepy depths of new orleans a volatile world of mafia drug
running and cajun voodoo magic he becomes irrevocably snarled in the nightmarish web surrounding mafia
don tony cardo and must put himself against his own worst fears in order to survive praise for one of
the great american crime writers james lee burke james lee burke is the heavyweight champ a great american
novelist whose work taken individually or as a whole is unsurpassed michael connelly a gorgeous prose
stylist stephen king richly deserves to be described now as one of the finest crime writers america has ever
produced daily mail fans of dennis lehane michael connelly and don winslow will love james lee burke dave
robicheaux series 1 the neon rain 2 heaven s prisoners 3 black cherry blues 4 a morning for flamingos 5 a
stained white radiance 6 in the electric mist with confederate dead 7 dixie city jam 8 burning angel 9
cadillac jukebox 10 sunset limited 11 purple cane road 12 jolie blon s bounce 13 last car to elysian
fields 14 crusader s cross 15 pegasus descending 16 the tin roof blowdown 17 swan peak 18 the glass
rainbow 19 creole belle 20 light of the world 21 robicheaux hackberry holland series 1 lay down my
sword and shield 2 rain gods 3 feast day of fools 4 house of the rising sun billy bob holland series 1
cimarron rose 2 heartwood 3 bitterroot 4 in the moon of red ponies each james lee burke novel can be read
as a standalone or in series order

Purple Cane Road

2010-11-25

the 11th dave robicheaux novel from bestseller james lee burke when detective dave robicheaux discovers
disturbing secrets from his mother s past he embarks on a journey through a murky world of vice politics
and murder robicheaux has been told that his mother mae was a hooker and ended her life drowned in a mud
puddle by two cops working for the mob as robichaeux and his partner hunt for the killers they hook up
with a door to door salesman turned state governor a psychotic hit man and the owner of the mansion
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at purple cane road who knows rather too much about robichaeux s wife praise for one of the great
american crime writers james lee burke james lee burke is the heavyweight champ a great american novelist
whose work taken individually or as a whole is unsurpassed michael connelly a gorgeous prose stylist
stephen king richly deserves to be described now as one of the finest crime writers america has ever
produced daily mail fans of dennis lehane michael connelly and don winslow will love james lee burke dave
robicheaux series 1 the neon rain 2 heaven s prisoners 3 black cherry blues 4 a morning for flamingos 5 a
stained white radiance 6 in the electric mist with confederate dead 7 dixie city jam 8 burning angel 9
cadillac jukebox 10 sunset limited 11 purple cane road 12 jolie blon s bounce 13 last car to elysian
fields 14 crusader s cross 15 pegasus descending 16 the tin roof blowdown 17 swan peak 18 the glass
rainbow 19 creole belle 20 light of the world 21 robicheaux hackberry holland series 1 lay down my
sword and shield 2 rain gods 3 feast day of fools 4 house of the rising sun billy bob holland series 1
cimarron rose 2 heartwood 3 bitterroot 4 in the moon of red ponies each james lee burke novel can be read
as a standalone or in series order

Cadillac Jukebox

2010-06-10

the 9th dave robicheaux novel from the sunday times bestselling award winning author of the tin roof
blowdown the call from ex klansman aaron crown couldn t have been more unexpected sentenced to forty
years for the decades old shooting of a civil rights activist crown should have been out of iberia parish
louisiana for good election candidate buford larose wants detective dave robicheaux to ignore aaron s
calls promising robicheaux a lucrative job when he makes governor worse still buford s wife karyn seems
unhealthily interested in getting very close to robicheaux just like old times the laroses each for their
own reasons want crown s case buried praise for one of the great american crime writers james lee burke
james lee burke is the heavyweight champ a great american novelist whose work taken individually or as a
whole is unsurpassed michael connelly a gorgeous prose stylist stephen king richly deserves to be
described now as one of the finest crime writers america has ever produced daily mail fans of dennis lehane
michael connelly and don winslow will love james lee burke dave robicheaux series 1 the neon rain 2
heaven s prisoners 3 black cherry blues 4 a morning for flamingos 5 a stained white radiance 6 in the
electric mist with confederate dead 7 dixie city jam 8 burning angel 9 cadillac jukebox 10 sunset limited
11 purple cane road 12 jolie blon s bounce 13 last car to elysian fields 14 crusader s cross 15 pegasus
descending 16 the tin roof blowdown 17 swan peak 18 the glass rainbow 19 creole belle 20 light of the
world 21 robicheaux hackberry holland series 1 lay down my sword and shield 2 rain gods 3 feast day
of fools 4 house of the rising sun billy bob holland series 1 cimarron rose 2 heartwood 3 bitterroot 4 in
the moon of red ponies each james lee burke novel can be read as a standalone or in series order

Jolie Blon's Bounce

2010-11-25

america s most acclaimed crime writer and winner of the cwa gold dagger returns to louisiana with his
great detective dave robicheaux three men are present when amanda boudreau is raped and murdered and
small time hustler tee bobby hulin s prints are found at the crime scene dave robicheaux reckons he s
innocent and tee bobby pleads so then attempts suicide in his holding cell why tee bobby is released on bail
and soon after there is a second murder when lawyer perry lasalle takes on the defence of tee bobby dave
knows his motives are fuelled by guilt for tee bobby s grandmother was seduced by perry s grandfather
and amanda boudreau s death is related to events that happened long before tee bobby was born praise
for one of the great american crime writers james lee burke james lee burke is the heavyweight champ a great
american novelist whose work taken individually or as a whole is unsurpassed michael connelly a
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gorgeous prose stylist stephen king richly deserves to be described now as one of the finest crime writers
america has ever produced daily mail fans of dennis lehane michael connelly and don winslow will love
james lee burke dave robicheaux series 1 the neon rain 2 heaven s prisoners 3 black cherry blues 4 a morning
for flamingos 5 a stained white radiance 6 in the electric mist with confederate dead 7 dixie city jam 8
burning angel 9 cadillac jukebox 10 sunset limited 11 purple cane road 12 jolie blon s bounce 13 last
car to elysian fields 14 crusader s cross 15 pegasus descending 16 the tin roof blowdown 17 swan peak
18 the glass rainbow 19 creole belle 20 light of the world 21 robicheaux hackberry holland series 1
lay down my sword and shield 2 rain gods 3 feast day of fools 4 house of the rising sun billy bob
holland series 1 cimarron rose 2 heartwood 3 bitterroot 4 in the moon of red ponies each james lee burke
novel can be read as a standalone or in series order

Swan Peak

2010-05-20

with its trademark mix of brutality and poetry swan peak is a brilliant piece of work from an american
master observer after the devastating events recounted in the tin roof blowdown dave robicheaux and
his ex partner in homicide clete purcel head for the mountains and trout streams of montana for some
much needed healing however while montana might seem an unspoilt paradise peopled by men and women from
an earlier more innocent time in american history dave and clete soon find that there are plenty of serpents
in the garden too the deaths of a couple of hikers suggest a perverted serial killer may be at work while
an escaped jailbird and his former tormentor are locked in a savage dance of revenge that is ultimately
connected to the fortunes of a wealthy oil family hiding a terrible secret praise for one of the great
american crime writers james lee burke james lee burke is the heavyweight champ a great american novelist
whose work taken individually or as a whole is unsurpassed michael connelly a gorgeous prose stylist
stephen king richly deserves to be described now as one of the finest crime writers america has ever
produced daily mail fans of dennis lehane michael connelly and don winslow will love james lee burke dave
robicheaux series 1 the neon rain 2 heaven s prisoners 3 black cherry blues 4 a morning for flamingos 5 a
stained white radiance 6 in the electric mist with confederate dead 7 dixie city jam 8 burning angel 9
cadillac jukebox 10 sunset limited 11 purple cane road 12 jolie blon s bounce 13 last car to elysian
fields 14 crusader s cross 15 pegasus descending 16 the tin roof blowdown 17 swan peak 18 the glass
rainbow 19 creole belle 20 light of the world 21 robicheaux hackberry holland series 1 lay down my
sword and shield 2 rain gods 3 feast day of fools 4 house of the rising sun billy bob holland series 1
cimarron rose 2 heartwood 3 bitterroot 4 in the moon of red ponies each james lee burke novel can be read
as a standalone or in series order

A Private Cathedral

2020-08-11

after finding himself caught up in one of louisiana s oldest and bloodiest family rivalries detective dave
robicheaux must battle the most terrifying adversary he has ever encountered a time traveling
superhuman assassin the shondell and balangie families are longtime enemies in the new iberia criminal
underworld and show each other no mercy yet their youngest heirs johnny shondell and isolde balangie
rock and roll musician teenagers with magical voices have fallen in love and run away after isolde was
given as a sex slave to johnny s uncle as he seeks to uncover why detective dave robicheaux gets too
close to both isolde s mother and the mistress of her father a venomous new orleans mafioso whose
jealousy has no bounds in retribution he hires a mysterious assassin to go after robicheaux and his
longtime partner clete purcel this hitman is unlike any the bobbsey twins from homicide have ever faced he
has the ability to induce horrifying hallucinations and travels on a menacing ghost ship that materializes
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without warning in order to defeat him and rescue johnny and isolde robicheaux will have to overcome the
demons that have tormented him throughout his adult life alcoholism specters from combat in vietnam
and painful memories of women to whom he opened his heart only to see killed a private cathedral james lee
burke s fortieth book is his most powerful tale one that will captivate readers mixing crime romance
mythology horror and science fiction to produce a thrilling story about the all consuming all
conquering power of love

Crusader's Cross

2010-09-09

america s most acclaimed crime writer returns to louisiana with one of the best loved detectives in
fiction dave robicheaux in the summer of 1958 dave robicheaux and his half brother jimmie are just out of
high school jimmie and dave get work with an oil company laying out rubber cables in the bays and
mosquito infested swamps all along the louisiana texas coastline but on the fourth of july change
approaches in the form of ida durbin a sweet faced young woman with a lovely voice and a mandolin jimmie
falls instantly in love with her but ida s not free to love she s a prostitute in hock to a brutal man
called kale jimmie agrees to meet ida at the bus depot ready for the road to mexico but ida never shows
that was many years ago now an older well worn dave walks into baptist hospital to visit a man
called troy bordelon who wants to free himself of a dark secret before he dies a bully and a sadist he has
a lot to confess to but he chooses to talk about a young girl a prostitute who he glimpsed briefly as a
kid bloodied and beaten tied to a chair in his uncle s house praise for one of the great american crime
writers james lee burke james lee burke is the heavyweight champ a great american novelist whose work
taken individually or as a whole is unsurpassed michael connelly a gorgeous prose stylist stephen king
richly deserves to be described now as one of the finest crime writers america has ever produced daily mail
fans of dennis lehane michael connelly and don winslow will love james lee burke dave robicheaux series 1
the neon rain 2 heaven s prisoners 3 black cherry blues 4 a morning for flamingos 5 a stained white
radiance 6 in the electric mist with confederate dead 7 dixie city jam 8 burning angel 9 cadillac jukebox 10
sunset limited 11 purple cane road 12 jolie blon s bounce 13 last car to elysian fields 14 crusader s
cross 15 pegasus descending 16 the tin roof blowdown 17 swan peak 18 the glass rainbow 19 creole
belle 20 light of the world 21 robicheaux hackberry holland series 1 lay down my sword and shield 2
rain gods 3 feast day of fools 4 house of the rising sun billy bob holland series 1 cimarron rose 2
heartwood 3 bitterroot 4 in the moon of red ponies each james lee burke novel can be read as a
standalone or in series order
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Heartwood

2010-11-25

the crime book of the year is unquestionably james lee burke s heartwood there is no better crime writing
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coming out of america evening standard deaf smith texas a small town with small town problems until
the local boy made good earl deitrich decides that he isn t prepared to share his kind of good fortune with
anybody else wilbur pickett is a retired rodeo rider with big dreams dreams of a secure future for himself
and his native american wife a blind woman who sees more than a blind woman should thanks to her ancient
heritage when wilbur happens upon a parcel of land with black gold waiting for the taking he also
happens on deitrich and a whole bunch of violent problems only lawyer billy bob holland is prepared to
stand up for wilbur to stand against the juggernaut that is deitrich and his corrupting influence praise
for one of the great american crime writers james lee burke james lee burke is the heavyweight champ a great
american novelist whose work taken individually or as a whole is unsurpassed michael connelly a
gorgeous prose stylist stephen king richly deserves to be described now as one of the finest crime writers
america has ever produced daily mail fans of dennis lehane michael connelly and don winslow will love
james lee burke billy bob holland series 1 cimarron rose 2 heartwood 3 bitterroot 4 in the moon of red
ponies dave robicheaux series 1 the neon rain 2 heaven s prisoners 3 black cherry blues 4 a morning for
flamingos 5 a stained white radiance 6 in the electric mist with confederate dead 7 dixie city jam 8 burning
angel 9 cadillac jukebox 10 sunset limited 11 purple cane road 12 jolie blon s bounce 13 last car to
elysian fields 14 crusader s cross 15 pegasus descending 16 the tin roof blowdown 17 swan peak 18 the
glass rainbow 19 creole belle 20 light of the world 21 robicheaux hackberry holland series 1 lay down
my sword and shield 2 rain gods 3 feast day of fools 4 house of the rising sun each james lee burke novel
can be read as a standalone or in series order

100 American Crime Writers

2012-08-07

100 american crime writers features discussion and analysis of the lives of crime writers and their key
works examining the developments in american crime writing from the golden age to hardboiled detective
fiction this study is essential to scholars and an ideal introduction to crime fiction for anyone who
enjoys this fascinating genre

A Dave Robicheaux Ebook Boxed Set

2012-05-01

catch up on dave robicheaux s latest adventures this boxed set includes the three most recent novels
featuring fan favorite detective dave robicheaux the tin roof blowdown swan peak and the glass
rainbow plus an excerpt from the next robicheaux novel creole belle publishing july 2012 robicheaux s
creator new york times bestselling author james lee burke is a rare winner of two edgar awards and in
2009 was named a grand master by the mystery writers of america the tin roof blowdown in the waning
days of summer 2005 a storm of unfathomable force peels the face off southern louisiana this is the
gruesome reality iberia parish sheriff s detective dave robicheaux discovers as he is deployed to new
orleans hurricane katrina has left the commercial district and residential neighborhoods awash with
bodies as well as looters and predators of every stripe the power grid destroyed new orleans is reduced
to the level of a medieval society there is no law no order no sanctuary for the infirm the helpless and
the innocent in the midst of an apocalyptic nightmare robicheaux must find two serial rapists a morphine
addicted priest and a vigilante who may be more dangerous than the criminals looting the city swan peak
swan peak finds detective robicheaux far from his new iberia roots fleeing with his wife and his old buddy
clete purcel from the harsh gritty landscape of post katrina louisiana to a ranch in rural montana the
serenity of the untouched wilderness is soon shattered when two college students are brutally murdered
in the hills behind the ranch and clete and dave are quickly ensnared in a dangerous mystery with a
twisted cast of characters including a vicious oil tycoon a sexually deviant minister an escaped con and
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former country music star and a vigilante texas gunbull out for blood all the while clete can t shake
the feeling that he s being haunted by a ghost from his past sally dio the mob boss he sabotaged and killed
years ago the glass rainbow detective dave robicheaux and his partner clete purcel are on the trail of a
killer responsible for the deaths of seven young women a trail that always seems to lead back to the
notorious pimp herman stanga whom they both despise but the case takes a nasty turn when stanga turns
up dead after a fierce beating by purcel in front of numerous witnesses adding to robicheaux s troubles is
his daughter alafair s romantic involvement with the scion of a once prominent louisiana family whom
robicheaux suspects is involved in some very shady business to protect his daughter and clear his best
friend s name robicheaux will need every ounce of guts wit and investigative chops he can muster creole
belle excerpt creole belle begins with dave robicheaux in a recovery unit in new orleans not quite sure
what is real and what may be the effects of the painkillers he s been taking while there he receives a
nighttime visit from a creole girl named tee jolie melton who leaves him an ipod with the country blues
song creole belle on it then she disappears obsessed with the song and the memory of tee jolie dave goes in
search of her sister blue who later turns up inside a block of ice floating in the gulf meanwhile an oil
well blowout on the gulf threatens the cherished environs of the bayous in the face of public indifference
to both the blowout and blue melton s murder dave and clete must find their own way to bring those
responsible to justice

Pegasus Descending

2010-04-22

a superb dave robicheaux mystery from the multi award winning crime writer dave robicheaux left his
drinking days behind him many years ago but he still feels guilt over a tragic event he wasn t sober enough
to prevent dallas klein a gambling addict and bar buddy of dave s when dave was posted to miami pd was
killed in an armed robbery he d been forced to engineer two decades later several incidents in dave s life in
iberia parish link to those involved first he meets dallas daughter trish who keeps odd company and is
blackballed by the local casinos then the supposed suicide of a young girl appears to be connected to the
man dallas owed money to back in the miami days dave s inability to let things alone gets him involved
with two very powerful criminals both wanting to protect their sons from the trouble they court and
both with the attitude of the privileged and white when a young black drug dealer gets on the wrong side
of the boys tensions run high and there are more needless deaths causing dave to come to blows with the
fbi the da s office and a thug who has little regard for any life but his own praise for one of the great
american crime writers james lee burke james lee burke is the heavyweight champ a great american novelist
whose work taken individually or as a whole is unsurpassed michael connelly a gorgeous prose stylist
stephen king richly deserves to be described now as one of the finest crime writers america has ever
produced daily mail fans of dennis lehane michael connelly and don winslow will love james lee burke dave
robicheaux series 1 the neon rain 2 heaven s prisoners 3 black cherry blues 4 a morning for flamingos 5 a
stained white radiance 6 in the electric mist with confederate dead 7 dixie city jam 8 burning angel 9
cadillac jukebox 10 sunset limited 11 purple cane road 12 jolie blon s bounce 13 last car to elysian
fields 14 crusader s cross 15 pegasus descending 16 the tin roof blowdown 17 swan peak 18 the glass
rainbow 19 creole belle 20 light of the world 21 robicheaux hackberry holland series 1 lay down my
sword and shield 2 rain gods 3 feast day of fools 4 house of the rising sun billy bob holland series 1
cimarron rose 2 heartwood 3 bitterroot 4 in the moon of red ponies each james lee burke novel can be read
as a standalone or in series order

Light of the World

2013-07-04
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james lee burke s legendary detective dave robicheaux returns to try to save his daughter from a sadistic
killer when detective dave robicheaux s daughter alafair declares her intention to interview a convicted
serial killer called asa surette he does all he can to dissuade her dave has always encouraged her
ambitions as a writer but as a father he doesn t want her to be exposed to a man so nakedly evil and his
fears seem well founded when alafair is visibly shocked by the encounter two years later the horror
surette evoked is all but forgotten as dave and his family are vacationing amidst the natural beauty of
montana but evil it seems has followed them into this wild paradise someone is stalking alafair and dave
begins to suspect that it s surette even though he officially died when the prison truck he was being
transported in collided with an oil tanker is alafair now the target of one of the most depraved serial
killers ever to have been caught or has she unwittingly crossed paths with a murderous psychopath
closer to home praise for one of the great american crime writers james lee burke james lee burke is the
heavyweight champ a great american novelist whose work taken individually or as a whole is
unsurpassed michael connelly a gorgeous prose stylist stephen king richly deserves to be described now as
one of the finest crime writers america has ever produced daily mail fans of dennis lehane michael connelly
and don winslow will love james lee burke dave robicheaux series 1 the neon rain 2 heaven s prisoners 3
black cherry blues 4 a morning for flamingos 5 a stained white radiance 6 in the electric mist with
confederate dead 7 dixie city jam 8 burning angel 9 cadillac jukebox 10 sunset limited 11 purple cane road
12 jolie blon s bounce 13 last car to elysian fields 14 crusader s cross 15 pegasus descending 16 the
tin roof blowdown 17 swan peak 18 the glass rainbow 19 creole belle 20 light of the world 21
robicheaux hackberry holland series 1 lay down my sword and shield 2 rain gods 3 feast day of fools 4
house of the rising sun billy bob holland series 1 cimarron rose 2 heartwood 3 bitterroot 4 in the moon
of red ponies each james lee burke novel can be read as a standalone or in series order

Lay Down My Sword and Shield

2010-11-25

a powerful novel of conflict history and shadows from the past by the bestselling acclaimed author of
the tin roof blowdown as i stood there on my front porch that hot breathless july day leaning against
the column with the six bullet holes now worn and smooth i could see hack s whitewashed marker under
the pin oaks in the holland family cemetery four generations of my family were buried there hack holland is
a product of the south both old and new hard drinking ex pow and wealthy progressive democrat he
stands in the long shadow cast by his ancestors when holland s candidacy for a congressional seat
brings him increasingly into conflict with those around him his almost unwitting involvement with a
violent civil rights conflict forces him to reassess his future and his past praise for one of the great
american crime writers james lee burke james lee burke is the heavyweight champ a great american novelist
whose work taken individually or as a whole is unsurpassed michael connelly a gorgeous prose stylist
stephen king richly deserves to be described now as one of the finest crime writers america has ever
produced daily mail fans of dennis lehane michael connelly and don winslow will love james lee burke
hackberry holland series 1 lay down my sword and shield 2 rain gods 3 feast day of fools 4 house of the
rising sun dave robicheaux series 1 the neon rain 2 heaven s prisoners 3 black cherry blues 4 a morning for
flamingos 5 a stained white radiance 6 in the electric mist with confederate dead 7 dixie city jam 8 burning
angel 9 cadillac jukebox 10 sunset limited 11 purple cane road 12 jolie blon s bounce 13 last car to
elysian fields 14 crusader s cross 15 pegasus descending 16 the tin roof blowdown 17 swan peak 18 the
glass rainbow 19 creole belle 20 light of the world 21 robicheaux billy bob holland series 1 cimarron
rose 2 heartwood 3 bitterroot 4 in the moon of red ponies each james lee burke novel can be read as a
standalone or in series order
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House of the Rising Sun

2015-12-03

new york times bestseller and one of the finest crime writer s america has ever produced james lee burke
returns with his latest masterpiece the story of a father and son separated by war from its opening scene
in revolutionary mexico to the battle of the marne in 1918 and on to the bordellos and saloons of san
antonio during the reign of the hole in the wall gang house of the rising sun is an epic tale of love loss
betrayal vengeance and retribution that follows texas ranger hackberry holland on his journey to
reunite with his estranged son ishmael a captain in the united states army after a violent encounter that
leaves four mexican soldiers dead hackberry escapes the country in possession of a stolen artifact
earning the ire of a bloodthirsty austrian arms dealer who then places hack s son ishmael squarely in the
cross hairs of a plot to recapture his prize believed to be the mythic cup of christ along the way we meet
three extraordinary women ruby dansen the danish immigrant who is ishmael s mother and hackberry s one
true love beatrice demolay a brothel madam descended from the crusader knight who brought the shroud
of turin back from the holy land and maggie bassett one time lover of the sundance kid whose wiles rival
those of lady macbeth in her own way each woman will aid hackberry in his quest to reconcile with
ishmael to vanquish their enemies and to return the grail to its rightful place praise for one of the great
american crime writers james lee burke james lee burke is the heavyweight champ a great american novelist
whose work taken individually or as a whole is unsurpassed michael connelly a gorgeous prose stylist
stephen king richly deserves to be described now as one of the finest crime writers america has ever
produced daily mail fans of dennis lehane michael connelly and don winslow will love james lee burke
hackberry holland series 1 lay down my sword and shield 2 rain gods 3 feast day of fools 4 house of the
rising sun dave robicheaux series 1 the neon rain 2 heaven s prisoners 3 black cherry blues 4 a morning for
flamingos 5 a stained white radiance 6 in the electric mist with confederate dead 7 dixie city jam 8 burning
angel 9 cadillac jukebox 10 sunset limited 11 purple cane road 12 jolie blon s bounce 13 last car to
elysian fields 14 crusader s cross 15 pegasus descending 16 the tin roof blowdown 17 swan peak 18 the
glass rainbow 19 creole belle 20 light of the world 21 robicheaux billy bob holland series 1 cimarron
rose 2 heartwood 3 bitterroot 4 in the moon of red ponies each james lee burke novel can be read as a
standalone or in series order

Robicheaux's Roots

2016-08-22

james lee burke developed the character of cajun detective dave robicheaux through twenty mystery
novels published over three decades despite readers increasing interest in detective robicheaux his habits
and preferences originate from a culture still unfamiliar to many of the books fans in robicheaux s roots
patricia m gaitely explores the music food language and folklore of southwest louisiana and illuminates
the cultural sources that burke incorporated into this gripping series part of robicheaux s appeal
gaitely shows rests in his connection to his hometown of new iberia with its faults charm and reliance on
the old ways multiple cultural strands coexist in this region including creole and cajun french dialect
african american folk sayings swamp pop zydeco and blues music and voodoo catholicism evangelicalism
and faith healing these aspects of cajun life weave throughout robicheaux s world the commingling of so
many traditions provides multiple meanings for even the most common encounters water can be both
natural element and medium between living and dead and gumbo jambalaya and crawfish may represent more
than simply regional foods additionally gaitely demonstrates that beneath the pleasant veneer of
southern hospitality a persistent legacy of violence and vengeance leaves a lasting mark on the lives of
robicheaux and the other characters robicheaux s roots reveals how elements of south louisiana s
culture signal a sense of belonging but also recall the area s history of isolation as a result readers
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gain a deeper understanding of robicheaux himself and an enhanced appreciation for burke s acclaimed series
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